In order to characterise the velocity saturation phenomena in short channel MOSFET's, a simple method is proposed in this work. It is based on the comparison between transistor behaviour in ohmic and saturation regime respectively. Therefore, the MOSFET characteristic Iao(Va) avoiding velocity saturation phenomena, can be obtained from ohmic characteristic la(Vg) and compared with the experimental characteristic la Va).
INTRODUCTION
It's not obvious to consider drain current modelling Ia(Va), without taking into account the velocity saturation phenomena. In fact, it is physically difficult to access due to non linear dependence of drift velocity with lateral field Fy [1] The inversion charge at y space along the channel which is being in strong inversion is written as"
Where Cox is the oxide capacitance per unit area, Vg and Vt are, respectively, gate and threshold voltage and V(y) is the voltage on the area at y space of the channel which is being in strong inversion. The current drain takes the following expression: 
Therefore, the variation of pinched zone length in the ease of short channel devices implies Ia variation with Va. This leads to non neglected conductance Ga, which can be also modulated by thermal heating effects [7] . If, in the first time, we neglect velocity saturation phenomena, we can write the expression of carriers drift velocity in y channel point such as:
From relation (2) the drain current expression at every y channel point becomes: (7)). The relation (8) is practically interest since it allows to access to transistor characteristics exempt velocity saturation phenomena which has been manifested in the experimental out-put characteristic Ia(Va) (Fig. 2 ).
In the absence of velocity saturation, the behaviour of simulated drain current in non ohmic regime Iao(Va), approaches a long channel device operation (Fig. 3) without velocity saturation. (Fig. 4) 
